
FlexScan® EV2316W
Widescreen LCD Monitors

The energy efficient 
monitor that means 
business.

With a design and features that deliver improved visual ergonomics and energy savings,  
the EV2316W us a great fit for back offices, small offices, and control rooms needing a  
monitor that is easy on the eyes and keeps running costs in check.

Flicker-Free Images
Due to the way brightness is controlled on LED backlights, many 
people perceive flicker on their screen which causes eye fatigue. 
The EV2436W utilizes a hybrid solution to regulate brightness and 
make flicker unperceivable without any drawbacks like  
compromising color stability.

Tireless eyes
To prevent eye fatigue, a brightness sensor calles Auto EcoView 
detects the ambient brightness that occur throughout the day 
and automatically adjust the screen to the ideal brightness level. 
Auto EcoView cuts power by almost 40 % compared to operating 
the monitor at maximum brightness.

LED Backlights - Less Power, Longer Life
Compared to conventional CCFL backlights, LED backlights last longer 
and consumes less power. They are also mercury-free to have minimal 
impact on the environment when they are eventually disposed of.

Built to Save, Built to last 
EIZO’s integrated approach to devoloping, manufacturing, 
and quality control testing its own monitors allows it to 
offer the industry’s only five-year manufacturer’s warranty. 
This is two years or 67 % longer than a standard three-year 
warranty. Even if the initial purchase price of a FlexScan 
EcoView monitor is higher, your TCO will likely be lower 
due to significantly longer buyer cycle and less need for 
repairs.



Presence Sensor for Energy Savings 
A presence sensor called EcoView Sense 2 
prompts the monitor to switch to power save 
mode when you are absent and then power 
on again when you return. It even works in a 
multi-monitor setup so all monitors remain on 
when you are at your desk.

Specifications

Adjustable to Just 1 % of Maximum Brightness
In a dimly-lit work environment, a monitor with low 
brightness settings will be more comfortable to use. 
This monitor comes with an LED backlight that allows 
for adjusting the brightness to just 1 % (about 3 cd/
m2) of the maximum. With typical CCFL backlights 
the lowest you could adjust to is a much brighter  
20 %.

1. Subject to the usage time being 30,000 hours or less from the date of purchase.
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Paper Mode and EyeCare Filter  
Reduce Eye Fatigue
The paper mode preset simulates the look of print-
ed paper and helps prevent eyestrain when reading 
documents. When used with EyeCare Filter (available 
with the bundled ScreenManager Pro software), any 
of several filter patterns that resembles different 
types of paper can be applied. You can adjust the 
density of the filter patterns for maximum viewing 
comfort.

Smooth Playback of Moving Images
An overdrive circuit reduces gray-to-gray re-
sponse time to just 6 ms to ensure that moving 
images look clean and sharp.


